NAT HANLEY
aka Natt Hanley
(ca. 1894-1952) Nat Hanley came to Australia shortly before 1914 as a boxer but soon afterwards
turn to the vaudeville stage. Billed during his early years in the country as the "Wizard of the
Piano," he appeared with most of the leading variety entrepreneurs, including Dix-Baker, Fullers,
J. C. Bain and Harry Clay. As a solo performer his act often included whistling and impersonations
while playing the piano, as well as violin and banjo. Throughout his career he also partnered other
well-known artists, including Jack "Porky" Kearns (1914), Muriel Dale (1917), Arthur Elliott
(1922) and Joe Valli (1933). Hanley produced revues for Andy Kerr at the Gaiety Theatre (Syd) in
1919 and was a member of Reg Thornton's K-Nut troupe between 1919 and 1921. His own Nat
Hanley Revue Company operated on occasions between 1922 and 1924. In 1924 he was engaged
for the Fullers' Fantastics and was also briefly a member of the George Wallace Revue Company.
Hanley returned to running his own company – Nat Hanley's Zigzag Revue Company around
1926, touring Australia and New Zealand for Fullers. The Nat Hanley Revue Company appeared
on Clay's and Union Pictures circuits around 1929. He spent seven months working overseas in
1930 (including Britain, America and South Africa) and remained active in Australia as a
performer until the year before his death.

1894-1914
Little is currently known of cockney pianist and comedian Nathaniel John Brooks' life and career prior to 1914. His
son Terry Brooks records that he was born in England and that he died in 1952, a few weeks short of his 5 8th
birthday.1 This suggests that he was likely born in 1894. A brief overview of his life published in Adelaide's
Advertiser provides a few more insights:
Mr. Nat Hanley, the popular musical comedian at the Majestic Theatre,
found his early training as an acrobat (he was a member of the wellknown Sutcliffe family), invaluable when he took up boxing. "It helped
to break the falls," he said with a smile yesterday. When he was fourteen
years old the young acrobat ran away to sea, but came ashore to learn, his
trade as a motor mechanic before he was twenty. He had learned to box at
sea in self defence, and he took it up as a hobby, later going in for it
professionally. He was a featherweight in those days, and won two
championships in that class. It was as a boxer that he first came to
Australia, and here he fought five 20-round fights. He trained with Jim
Clabby and Paddy McGoorty, and other well-known boxers. In his spare
time his hobby was music, but few people suggested that the young boxer
spent hours at the piano or with his violin. Mr Hanley cannot read a note
of music, and is entirely self- taught. One of his favourite tricks is to
stand on his head with his back to the piano and play any tune asked for
from the audience. He said that he always liked appearing in Adelaide,
and had happy recollections of a season of nine weeks here when he
appeared in a single turn. His Salvation Army rendering of successive
popular songs had proved popular, because the songs were always new. 'I
am always ready to listen to criticism,' said Mr. Hanley, 'and I attribute
much of what success I have had to that. After all, the looker-on sees
most of the game, and an audience is looking on all the time.'2

It is still unclear when Hanley arrived in Australia, for how long he
pursued his boxing career and under what name he fought (no
details of his official boxing matches have yet been located,
suggesting that he did not fight under his birth or stage names).
Hanley's earliest recorded theatrical engagements in Australia are
those with Dix and Baker at the Victoria Theatre (Newcastle) in
June 1914. The following month he was with J. C. Bain at the
Princess Theatre (Sydney), before again returning to the Dix-Baker
circuit in August. By October he was touring with The Gay Follies
and billed as a comedian, dancer and pianist (other members of the
company included Daisy Sylvester, Georgie Stephenson and
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Harry Hart). In December he fought fellow comic/singer Arthur Farrell at the Victoria Theatre, Newcastle (NSW) in
what appears to have been an unofficial match promoted by fellow vaudevillians Jack "Porky" Kearns and Ted Tutty. 3
He also found brief engagements in 1914 with other leading lower level variety circuit managers, the most notable
being Harry Clay. His association with Clay was to be a regular one up until the company folded at the end of 1929.
Hanley's act developed his act around acrobatics, comic monologues, whistling and smoking, while presenting himself
in stage attire that featured white gloves. Advertisements in Australian Variety circa July 1914 refer to Hanley "and a
piano (that's all)," while also promoting him as "the originator of whistling while smoking one to eight cigarettes" (29
July 1914, 6). Indeed throughout his career the two most common descriptions are: "the man with the white gloves"
and "the original whistling pianist." Although mostly known as a solo performer, Hanley often joined forces with
other artists for brief periods. The earliest of these partnerships is believed to have been with Jack "Porky" Kearns
during mid to late 1914. Other known partnerships were with Muriel Dale (1917), Arthur Elliott (1922) and Joe Valli
(1933).

1915-1919
1915 saw Hanley firmly establish a level of industry activity and inter-firm movements that was to continue into the
late-1930s. During the year he worked for no less than Harry Clay, Reg "Snowy" Baker (as between fights
entertainment at Baker's Sydney boxing stadium), the Fullers (including a tour of New Zealand between August and
November), and Harry Rowland (Empire Comedy Co). Although Hanley's name has not yet been located between late
January and August, there is no indication that he was either out of the country or not working. In this respect a notice
in the 19 January issue of Australian Variety records his intention to hold "down the comedy end" with Frank Sidney's
touring company (n. pag.). He reportedly interspersed his musical numbers between the troupes various acrobatic,
tumbling and strength acts. The second half of the year saw him primarily associated with Harry Clay. Advertisements
and reviews published in various newspapers through until late in the year also record that he was a regular presence
on Clay's New South Wales circuits, playing seasons from Wagga Wagga in the south to Newcastle and the Hunter
region.
In 1917 Hanley's name was once again absent from Australian newspapers, this time for the first seven months. It is
possible that much this time was spent on Harry Clay's circuit, and mostly in Sydney (where the entrepreneur's
publicity was largely constrained to suburban newspapers, posters, handbills and word of mouth). His name has first
been located that year in Goulburn in early August, at which time he was playing Clay's South-western NSW line. By
the end of the month he was back on Fuller time, making his debut in Brisbane on 18 August. He was back in New
South Wales touring for Clay again. In January 1918 he travelled to Tasmania, opening at the Temperance Hall,
Hobart with a company featuring such high profile artists as Ward Lear, Bert Corrie and Doris Baker, the Black and
White Duo, Dorothy Yates, and Allen James. Over the remainder of the year he secured engagements with King and
Beck's Vaudeville Co (Newcastle/Hunter Valley) and Harry Clay (NSW) among other companies.
In early 1919 Hanley co-founded the K-Nuts, an independentlyorganised company of leading Australian comedians that initially also
comprised Reg "Kangaroosta" Thornton, Harry Little, Ern Crawford,
Les Shipp and violinist Huntley Brown. Likely formed as a means of
earning income during the Spanish Flu period, when many city
theatres were forced to close down, the K-Nuts spent the first half of
1919 touring regional New South Wales. Hanley left the company in
August to produce a season of revues at the Gaiety Theatre (Sydney),
then being run by Andy Kerr. Two of these productions were Bombs
and Beauties and Cinder Bella. He re-joined the K-Nuts for its season
at the Palais Theatre, Manly, later in the year.
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1920-1924
Hanley remained with the K-Nuts through until April 1920, then travelled across the Tasman to undertake a tour of
New Zealand that lasted more than a year. His initial engagements were for a New Zealand film exhibitor. A Poverty
Bay Herald review of a show at Everyone's Picture Palace in Gisborne records that his season there had been extended
for a few extra nights due to his reception by the locals. The article also records that his "going mad" act at the piano
in which "he introduced some remarkable demonstrations of piano playing was extremely popular" (25 June 1920, 5).
By November he was touring the country for the Fullers. He remained in New Zealand up until at least early August
1921. By October that year he was back in Australia touring his own company for Bert Howard through western
New South Wales and possibly Howard's Sydney circuit.
Although little is currently known about this troupe, as is the
length of time Hanley spent with Howard, he likely stayed on
the showman's circuit through until the end of the year or
beginning of 1922, at which time he rejoined Harry Clay's
company.
It is believed that Hanley was invited by Clay to write and
produce a series of revusicals for his Sydney circuit early in
the year. One of the first, Cowboys and Cowgirls, saw him
playing the part of Arizona Jack opposite Harry Coyle, as
National Advocate (Bathurst) 2 Nov. (1921), 3.
Dopey. Before too long Hanley created the character, Bluey,
and with Coyle as Dopey they established another popular Australian comic partnership in the vein of Stiffy and Mo
and Dinks and Oncus. Other members of the troupe were Arthur Elliott, Tom Arnold, Connie Graham, Hal Scott, and
Winnie Edgerton. There are several references in the trade journals around this period, too, indicating that Hanley had
also begun incorporating banjo playing into his act. By May Hanley was touring Ike Beck's Hunter Valley circuit as a
member of Harry Clay's Happy Players. One of the feature productions was another Bluey and Dopey revusical, the
sea novelty Demons of the Deep (22 July).
Nat Hanley rejoined the Fullers circuit in August, travelling to Brisbane as a solo artist. He remained with the Fullers
through until ca. April 1923, playing extended engagements in Newcastle (Victoria Theatre), Adelaide (Majestic
Theatre) and Perth (Shaftesbury Theatre). He remained at the Shaftersbury as a member of the So and So's Company
until April, and after a brief engagement at Fremantle's Majestic Theatre returned to touring his own troupe on the
Clay circuit. By September 1923, however, he was once again performing his solo act on the Fullers circuit, which
included a return to New Zealand. Wellington's Evening Post records his appearance in the vaudeville section of a
Fullers show in that city that featured Stiffy and Mo as the second part entertainment (8 Sept. 1923, 9).

Raising funds with the So and So's Company (Perth 1923).
Postcard (see Research Notes PDF for handwritten note on reverse - "Miscellaneous and Family Images").

After sending Hanley back to Australia in February 1924 the Fuller's booked him into their Sydney theatre as part of
the first half vaudeville entertainment during the Jim Gerald company's season. For this engagement Hanley worked
alongside such artists as Jack Kearns, Lola Hunt, Tom Armstrong and June Rose and Dinks and Trixie (Jack Paterson
and Trixie Ireland). He was then transferred to the Bijou Theatre, Melbourne, at the end of March for a short
engagement followed by Adelaide (April -June). The second half of the year saw him back in Sydney (13 June-)
followed by Brisbane (12 July-), Sydney (30 Aug.-), Newcastle (19 Sept. -), Brisbane (22 Nov.-) and finally back to
Sydney for Christmas (19 Dec.).

1925-1929
In early 1925 Hanley he took on a principal comedian role in Phil Smith's Musical Comedy Co. It soon afterwards
toured New Zealand for the Fullers and by 1926 was known as Phil Smith's Zig Zag Revue Company. While the
company was playing a season at Fullers' Theatre (Sydney) in December 1926, Smith was required to leave for
Melbourne to take on the role of the dame in Christmas pantomime Puss in Boots (Princess Theatre). Hanley
subsequently took over the direction of the Zig Zags. Although initially billed as Phil Smith's company by midJanuary it was being referred to in advertising as "Nat Hanley and the Zig Zag Revue Co" (SMH: 14 Jan. 1927, 3).
The Fullers transferred it to Melbourne in March and following the end of his panto engagement Smith rejoined the
troupe. The name at that time reverted back to its original moniker, the Phil Smith Revue Company. Hanley remained
with Smith until December.
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After finishing up in Brisbane with Smith Hannley returned to Sydney then travelled to Newcastle with Billy
Maloney's Scandals of 1927. They opened at the Victoria Theatre in Christmas Eve. Early in January 1928 the
Newcastle Morning Herald and Miner's Advocate devoted an extended section of its review of the company's show to
Hanley, recording:
Nat Hanley kept the pace moving with his dry, droll humour and his musical capabilities. He opened up in a
lugubrious, serious mood, but it was meant in its way to be funny, and it evidently was, for the audience, laughed
immoderately. The extraordinary orchestral accompaniment broke Hanley up, and the audience too. After
playing some brilliant selections at the piano, at another stage Hanley put in some extraordinary gymnastics at
the instrument, finishing up by standing on his head and playing melodies. Billy Maloney also carried the pace
along with smart songs, sung in his usual brisk fashion. A happy association was that of Maloney and Hanley in
the songs "A Bird's Eye View" and "Keep Your Skirts Down, Mary Ann," with Manley at the piano and the pair
singing portions in turn (2 Jan. 1928, 6).

On 28 January Hanley joined George Story's Stoyettes in Adelaide. The company was at that time entering into its
seventh week at the Fullers' Majestic Theatre. The engagement ran through until the end of February. By July he had
secured a solo engagement with the Fullers' London Revue Company, which saw him performing his own turn as a
novelty pianist and as an accompanist for artists such as Catherine Stewart, Marie Ward, Grace Boyd and Gordon
Norville. That same year he appeared in musical comedy at the Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane, playing opposite Stanley
"Stud" Foley. One of the company's productions was A Balkan Tangle, with Hanley as the King and Foley as General
Popoffski (BC: 22 Sept. 1928, 12).
By early December Hanley had moved to the Brisbane Tivoli where according to the Brisbane Courier theatre critic
he "indulged in songs and novelties at the piano with bright and witty jokes and patter" (3 Dec. 1928, 16). The
previous day the Sunday Mail had drawn the city's attention to Hanley's Tivoli debut, noting:
A well-known figure on the Australian vaudeville stage is Nat Hanley. He has played his piano from Cape York
to the Derwent, and from Broome to Christchurch. He has headed numerous revue companies as leading
comedian, and they have sparkled and bubbled on their way round the whole continent bearing fun and laughter,
and leaving a trail of chuckling people for miles behind them. So it is indeed good news to know that Nat is
coming to the Tivoli Theatre tomorrow (Monday). The audience will hear him make a piano do almost
everything but talk, and he nearly makes it do that. He will play it both on his head and on his feet, and in
between he will entertain with the snappiest little up-to-the-minute jokes. Nat Hanley is a born entertainer,
warmly greeted wherever he appears (2 Dec. 1928, 13).
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Hanley finished his Brisbane engagements with a brief season at the Valley Theatre before heading to Tasmania, with
a short stopover in Sydney to play a few shows at the Haymarket Theatre. He remained in Tasmania until late January
1929, playing two seasons in Launceston and one in Hobart, then returned to Western Australia under contract to
Union Theatres. After playing some shows in Fremantle (Princess Theatre) he opened in Perth at Union Pictures
Ambassadors Theatre on 2 February. He later transferred to the company's other Perth theatre, the Prince of Wales,
remaining there for the remainder of his time in the Western Australian capital (apart from a brief return season in
Fremantle and a similarly brief season at Leederville's New Oxford Theatre in early March). Engagements in
Adelaide and Brisbane were followed by a return to Sydney where he rejoined Harry Clay's company (ca. May). From
June until the end of the year he toured for the Fullers, playing Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne and Broken Hill. Hanley
was also heard on radio quite a few times between September and December, his first known performance being a
broadcast from Melbourne's 3AR on 13 September. The segment involved comedians "Stud" Foley and Keith
Connolly, supported by Hanley on piano.

1930-1939
In a newspaper article published in the lead-up to his 1931 season at Perth's Prince of Wales Theatre, Hanley
reportedly spent some 30 weeks overseas, leaving Australia not long after he concluded his engagements in the city in
1929. The report notes:
Two years ago Mr. Hanley played under the management of Union Theatres Ltd. at the Ambassdors Theatre and
the Princess Theatre, Fremantle. Shortly after the conclusion of that season he went to England and played a
season of 20 weeks with Amalgamated Theatres Ltd. He also made talkie shorts, and then crossed to America
where he again he featured in talkie shorts. Following that he had a ten weeks' season in South Africa. 4

While no other reports of Hanley's movements in England, the USA or South Africa have yet been located, it is more
than likely that he did leave Australia for up to six or seven months. However, the only time frame in which this could
have occurred was between early December 1930 and late May 1931 (returning to Australia less than six months prior
to his Prince of Wales engagement).5
Nat Hanley's career during the remainder of the 1930s appears to have maintained a similar momentum to the previous
decade, but with many new and different types of employment. Although variety theatre was competing with more
aggressive and dominating advertising campaigns from the film industry (led by the US producers and exhibitors), and
several leading organisations had effectively ended (notably Harry Clay's Sydney and New South Wales circuits), it
never died away as historians have long believed. Indeed, while variety had clearly lost its dominant position within
the entertainment markets of the Australian capital city CBD's, it nevertheless maintained strong support in the
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suburbs and in regional centres. As one of the country's leading performers Hanley was able to take advantage of his
reputation, appearing throughout the country at various industry levels and for a variety of different operations,
including straight vaudeville and revue, and as a feature entertainment at film screenings.
Not long after returning to Australia in 1930 he toured
with Stanley McKay's Gaieties, and later that same year
appeared at the Brisbane Tivoli (1930). Over the next
couple of years he helped organise numerous
community singing events, often in collaboration with
other high profile vaudevillians (including Les Shipp in
1931); worked for the Fullers (1931), and in September
1931 travelled to Perth to take up his contract with
Percy Doyle at the Prince of Wales. Hanley remained in
the Western Australia until at least June 1933. During
that time he appeared with Milton and Adams
Vaudeville and Revue Company (Luxor Theatre) and
formed a popular partnership with Joe Valli, presenting
both vaudeville and revue. After leaving Perth Hanley
spent the remainder of the year based in Wollongong
(New South Wales) where he joined a company led by
Les Shipp. Among the other artists to appear with him
were: Nellie Kolle, Ike Delavale, Joe Lawman, Stella
Lamond, Winnie Edgerton and Madam Levarto.

West Australian 5 Mar. (1932), 2.

Nat Hanley's movements in 1934 included an engagement with the Two Sparklers at the Newcastle Stadium as a
between-bouts entertainment at a wrestling event (13 Feb.). Ten nights later he joined the Tivoli Follies in Adelaide.
The company at that time included George Lloyd, Mark Erickson and Verna Bain. He remained with the Follies until
it ended its Adelaide season in mid-August. Thereafter followed another feature appearance on a Newcastle wrestling
programme (28 Aug.), and an engagement in Brisbane with Graham Mitchell's Serenaders. Described in advertising as
"costume vaudeville entertainers," the Serenaders held court at the city's Theatre Royal through until 1936. During that
time Hanley left and rejoined several times. His first engagement lasted until late December 1934 at which time he
travelled to Townsville to appear in Aladdin. Produced by Maxwell Carew (who also starred as the dame) the
pantomime included such artists as Stella Collier, Dorothy Dewar and Doris Wimp.
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Hanley rejoined Graham Mitchell's Serenaders on 2 February 1935 but by 14 March was back in New South Wales,
with Les Shipp's vaudeville and revue company. It played seasons in Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong among
other places. During his engagement with Shipp, which continued through until August, Hanley took occasional
breaks to return to Sydney where he performed at a number of suburban cinemas. From September, however, he was
back on the road touring regional New South Wales and Victoria with William Stewart's Cameos musical comedy and
revue company. In November he re-joined Stanley McKay's Gaieties, this time in Hobart. The line-up engaged by
McKay was particularly strong, boasting not only Hanley but also Ike Delavale, Les Coney, Maggie Buckley and
Winnie Edgerton. He remained in Tasmania with McKay's company until December, returning to Sydney for
Christmas and then travelling to Newcastle where he joined Joe Lashwood and others as between-films entertainment
at the Victoria Theatre from 28 December.

In May 1936 Hanley returned to Brisbane as the headline act at Graham Mitchell's newly built Rex Theatre in
Fortitude Valley. The opening night of 9 May was also the debut of Mitchell's Jesters. The company's initial line-up
included Syd Beck, Len Rich and the eight-member Jesters' Ballet, while the band was led by Tiny Douglas. Hanley
was given charge of directing the entertainment.6 He stayed with the Jesters on a permanent basis until just after the
mid-year, thereafter electing to involve himself in various other theatrical and entrepreneurial activities through until
well into 1937. During that time, however, he still maintained his association with Graham Mitchell operations,
including both the Jesters and the Serenaders.7 After initially performing with his own ensemble (the K-Nuts) at
various cinemas, Hanley ran his own suburban vaudeville circuit (it is known to have included one night each at
Toowong's Jubilee Hall and the Capital at Albion). He also conducted community singing events, ran regular amateur
nights at the Valley's Embassy Theatre, and at Christmas organised a gala programme at Booval's National Hall. 1937
saw him continue these activities, with the addition of semi-regular shows with Natt Hanley and Co [sic] at the
National Hall (Ipswich) and the Bohemia Theatre (South Brisbane). He also made a return to the sport of boxing, this
time as the manager of Queensland lightweight champion Alf Wells8 and was involved in a number of radio
broadcasts for the ABC. In September he travelled north with Graham Mitchell's Serenaders, playing extended
seasons in Maryborough and Rockhampton through until late November. During this time he was also involved in
community singing events and local dances (with Tiny Douglas and His Band). Several of these shows were broadcast
by the Rockhampton's radio station 4RO.

Graham Mitchell's Jesters. Theatre Rex, Brisbane 1936 (program).
Courtesy Terry Brooks/Brooks family.

1938 saw Nat Hanley regularly performing live to air on Bundaberg radio station 4BU between March and May.
Although his name disappears from newspapers between December 1937 and early March 1938, and then again from
mid-May to late-August, Ipswich's Queensland Times records in its 27 August edition that he had spent the previous
twelve months travelling around the state. His return to the Brisbane/Ipswich region at this time was in connection
with a new company under his control. Over the remainder of the year he staged entertainments around the Brisbane
suburbs and to outer-laying towns, was employed by radio station 4BH as its Community Leader and as a feature
entertainer at local cinemas.
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On 5 May 1939 Hanley returned to the Theatre Royal,
replacing Roy Rene as the lead comedian with Madge
Cloherty's Celebrities. Although his name had not been located
during the previous four months he may have either remained
in Brisbane (possibly continuing his association with 4BH), or
temporarily returned to New South Wales (possibly Sydney).
Advertising and reviews of the Celebrities' shows up until midJune clearly identify Hanley as the leader, even though the
company also featured well-known Scottish comedian Elton
Black. By early July he had ended his long association with
Queensland, his name then being connected with Wollongong,
where he briefly rejoined Les Shipp's company. Over the
remainder of the year he alternated appearances with Shipps'
Vaudeville Stars of 1939 with brief (or one-off) community
singing engagements in Newcastle and Penrith.

1940-1952
During the last twelve years of his life Nat Hanley gradually moved away from the hectic touring schedules of the
previous three decades. Although he continued to perform right up until at least 1951, most all of his engagements
during this period were undertaken within the region bounded by Newcastle, Sydney, Wollongong and Penrith. Much
of his work also involved private functions, community concerts, sports nights (notably boxing), commercial
engagements and radio broadcasts. His final full-scale tour was in 1949 when he went through parts of regional New
South Wales and Queensland with Les Levante's company. Hanley's last known big-time stage appearances were in
Sydney for Roy Darling at his Tatler Theatre. He joined the company on 26 December 1949 and continued through
until at least the end of the first week of January.
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• Nat Hanley "Research Notes"

HISTORICAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS
1. Nat Hanley was married twice, the first time to a currently unidentified woman from New Zealand. The couple
had one child, a son named William (aka Bill). His second wife, Connie (1915-2002) was a ballet chorus girl who
also played the piano. According to Terry Brooks, his parents met at the Theatre Royal, Brisbane. She once told
him that "she would be in the wings and run out and duet with Nat on the keys." They had three children, Col
(1941-),Terry (1943-) and Natalie (1946-74).
2. Hanley's Performance Style: The Theatre magazine noted in 1919: "Nat Hanley's strong card is his whistling.
With this he captivates the entire house" (Oct. 1919, 29). The following month it said of Hanley, "[he] is a very
versatile comedian. Most entertaining is he at the piano, and in addition he gives a well-sustained, remarkably
good representation of an ape" (28).

3.

Although occasionally referred to as a "yiddisher" in the 1910s, there is no evidence to suggest that Hanley had a
Jewish heritage.
cont...
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"The Man Who Plays Pluvius - Nightly."
Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate
20 June (1953), 5.

MUSIC THEATRE WORKS
1919:
1922:

Bombs and Beauties [revusical] • Cinder Bella [revusical]
Cowboys and Cowgirls [revusical] • The Stowaway [revusical] • Hello Everybody [revusical]
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